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1. Introduction 
This summary describes the methodology, data, assumptions and calculations made for 
the Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS) in its process aiming to become a climate positive 
urban district in accordance with the methodology supplied by the Clinton Climate 
Initiative (CCI). The process includes two steps, a baseline of GHG emissions and a 
roadmap of actions to reduce them. Once the sum of GHG reductions in the roadmap is 
greater than the emissions in the baseline SRS is considered to be climate positive 
(Clinton Climate Initiative, 2011).  

2. CCI’s Process, its Framework for a Climate Positive Urban District and Defining 
Climate Positive 
CCI’s framework does not dictate that a specific accounting method, framework or 
proctocl such as the Greenhouse Gas Protocol(Ranganathan et al., 2004) (GHG Protocol) 
to be used to account for emissions. It only stipulates the process (shown below) and the 
three primary emission categories of energy, transportation and waste. Therefore the 
city has been able to use much of the same principles when accounting emissions 
increasing comparability and transparency.  

2.1 CCI’s Framework and its Process 
CCI’s framework process consists of two parts, a baseline of emissions and a roadmap of 
actions should the urban district not be climate positive after the baseline (Clinton 
Climate Initiative, 2011). The baseline collects data and calculates emissions. The 
roadmap implements local actions to reduce them. Should the urban district still not be 
climate positive after the roadmap an option to implement credits or non local emission 
reductions exist as long as those actions are connected to the urban district, either 
through infrastructure or policy decisions. Purchasing credits from the flexible Kyoto 
mechanisms is not allowed however. The process can be summarised as Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. CCI's Process for a Climate Positive Urban District 

2.2. Defining Climate Positive 
Defining what climate positive means is of the outmost importance. No formal definition 
exist but using a research article by Kennedy & Sgouridis from 2011 a basic definition 
could be:  
 
 “A climate positive urban district is one where the sum of the urban district’s GHG 
emissions are less than the sum of actions to mitigate and/or offset them” (Kennedy and 
Sgouridis, 2011). 

Baseline 

• Data collection 
• Baseline 

emissions 
calculation 

Roadmap 

• Energy 
efficiency 
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Adapting the basic definition to CCI’s framework an urban district could be considered 
climate positive once the sum of emissions is less than the sum of roadmap actions and 
any credits used to mitigate them. 

3. Scopes, System Boundaries, Calculation Principles and how SRS is Expected to 
Develop until its Completion in 2030 

3.1 System boundaries, Local Assumptions and Included and Excluded Emissions 
SRS emissions are calculated using four system boundaries, a geographical boundary, an 
activity boundary a temporal boundary and a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) boundary.  
Table 1. System Boundaries and their Definitions 

System boundary Definition 
Geographical boundary The geographical boundary encompasses SRS’s geographical area and has 

three exceptions:  
- LCA emissions from fuels and energy carriers 
- Certain non-geographical emissions from the treatment of waste 
- Certain emissions from transportation due to a CCI specific assumption (see 

Table 2) 
Activity boundary The activity boundary includes only emissions from the three main emission 

categories and is limited to SRS specific activities only.  
Temporal boundary The temporal boundary is set to start its accounting period at full build-out of 

SRS in 2030.  
LCA boundary Includes the LCA component of fuels and energy carriers used in SRS.  

 
The following emissions are included and excluded in SRS. 
Table 2. Components SRS's baseline of emissions sorted by scope of emissions 

Scopes 
According to 

(Ranganathan 
et al., 2004) 

Components of the Baseline Included 
Emissions 
(Yes/No) 

Scope 1  
Core in- 
boundary 
emissions 

Energy: 
District heating 
District cooling 

Yes 

Transportation:  
Emissions from maintenance of the transportation infrastructure 
Emissions and emission reductions from local energy production 
40% of emissions from trips starting and ending in SRS: 
- Residents’ private and commuting trips 
- Workers’ commuting and business trips  
- Emissions from the transportation of goods and services  

Yes 

Waste:  
Emissions from transportation and collection of waste 

Yes 

Emissions from the construction of infrastructure No 
Scope 2  
In-boundary 
electricity use 

Energy:  
Electricity use to power local geo-thermal heat-pumps 
Building electricity 
Household and commercial electricity 
Renewable electricity used to power non-building related infrastructure 
Renewable electricity used to collect, treat and distribute water 

 
Yes 

Transportation:  
Renewable electricity used to power the transportation infrastructure 

Yes 

Scope 3  
Core and non-
core external 
emissions 

Energy & Transportation:  
LCA emissions from fuels and energy carriers used in scopes 1 & 2 
Long distance travel (air, long distance train, ferries etc.) not starting or 
ending within SRS’s geographical area 

 
Yes 
No 
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Waste:  
LCA emissions from treatment of waste and any emissions from fuels 
and/or energy carriers used in the collection, transportation and 
treatment process. 
Emission reductions from recycling of waste 

Yes 

Non-energy related consumption emissions (food, production of goods 
etc.) 

No 

Sources: (Clinton Climate Initiative, 2011; Ranganathan et al., 2004) 

 

3.2 Basic calculation principles, data and emission factors used 
This summary report uses the same type of emission factors as suggested by the 
greenhouse gas (GHG) protocol and IPCC (IPCC, 2006, 1996; Ranganathan et al., 2004). 
All calculations are made using the same basic formula: 

 
Activity * Emission factor = Emissions 

 
Examples of activates are resident’s transportation in person kilometres of E85 car per 
year [PKM/year, E85] or annual commercial electricity use in offices [kWh/year].  
An example of an emission factor is gram carbon dioxide equivalents (g CO2e) per 
kilowatt-hour (kWh) of district heating [g CO2e/kWh].  
 
All data has been collected using the same data hierarchy: 

1. If available, local SRS specific data has been used. Examples are annual district 
heating used by residential buildings in SRS or annual person kilometres (PKM) 
travelled by residents’ private trips.  

2. If no local SRS specific data is available data for greater Stockholm is used. 
Examples are annual energy used for maintenance of the road infrastructure of 
emissions per kWh of district heating used.  

3. If no Stockholm specific data is available Swedish or Nordic data is used. 
Examples include emissions from the Nordic electricity mix and emission factors 
for vehicle fuels in Sweden.  

3.3 The Future Development of the BaU and GD 
Two possible future SRS’s are investigated, a Business-as-Usual (BaU) one and a Green 
Development (GD) one. Since the BaU and GD represent projections of possible future 
SRS’s there are some changes that will occur between today and 2030. The changes in 
the BaU represent conservative, already planned changes or extrapolation of current 
trends to 2030 and the GD represent changes that require development of technology, 
policies or other major changes.  
 
Table 3. Changes in the BaU and GD until 2030 

Area BaU changes until 2030 GD change until 2030 

2030 Energy supply 
mix 

  

- District heating The 2030 mix will be slightly greener than 2015 due to some fossil fuels being 
phased out in favour of renewable alternatives and waste (Fortum Energy, 
2011).  

- Electricity The 2030 Nordic mix will be significantly greener than 2015 more resembling 
the Swedish mix today due to capacity increases in renewables (Nord Pool, 
2010; Nordic Energy Perspectives, 2008).  

Annual building The average building in SRS will use The average building in SRS will use no 
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energy use no more than 55 kWh/m2, year for 
heating, hot water and building 
electricity (Larsson and Persson, 
2011).  

more than 45 kWh/m2, year for 
heating, hot water and building 
electricity (Larsson and Persson, 
2011). 

Vehicle fleet    
- Composition 10% shift from fossil to 

renewables/hybrid vehicles (City of 
Stockholm, 2013a; Sköldberg et al., 
2010). 

90% shift from fossil to 
renewables/hybrid vehicles (City of 
Stockholm, 2013a; Sköldberg et al., 
2010). 

- Energy efficiency 30% increased energy efficacy (kWh/VKM) on all vehicles until 2030 based on 
historical developments (Stålner, 2012a).  

Waste   
- Technical solutions Local reuse and recycling centre 

On-site biogas production 
Vacuum sorting system 

Local recycling of garden waste 
Local reuse and recycling centre 
Nitrous and phosphorus recovery 
Significantly increased on-site biogas 
production 
Vacuum sorting system 

- Behaviour change Local reuse and recycling centre 
Promotion of conscious consumption 

Local reuse and recycling centre 
Promotion of conscious consumption 

 

4. SRS Characteristics 
At full build-out in 2030 SRS will contain multifamily housing, office space, commercial 
space and schools.  
Table 4. Characteristics of SRS at full build-out in 2030 

SRS Characteristics at full build-out in 2030 Value 

Apartments 12,00 
Residents (each apartment has 1.9 residents) 22,800 
Workers and works spaces (each workspace has 1 worker) 35,000 
Total area of multifamily housing built 1,327,080 m2 
Total area of office space built 854,796 m2 
Total area of commercial space built 100,818 m2 
Total area of schools built 11,400 m2 

Source: (Salmhofer, 2013; Statistics Stockholm, 2012) 
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5. Baseline Calculations 
The BaU and GD baseline are calculated for each primary emission category; energy, 
transportation and waste.  

5.1 Energy 
Energy is used to power buildings (multifamily housing, offices, commercial space and 
schools), SRS’s water treatment and non-building specific infrastructure such as street & 
traffic lights.  

5.1.1 Buildings 
The projected energy use for SRS has been calculated by the city’s experts (Larsson and 
Persson, 2011). The projections represent the average building per type at SRS’s 
completion in 2030. Building energy use is divided into heating, cooling and electricity. 
Heating and cooling are divided into district heating/cooling and heating/cooling 
generated by local geo-thermal heat pumps. In both the BaU and GD 90% of all 
multifamily housing and 50% of offices, commercial space and schools will be using the 
district solution while the remaining will use the geo-thermal ones. 1 kWh of electricity 
generates 3 kWh of heating/cooling in the geo-thermal solutions (Larsson and Persson, 
2011). Electricity is broken down into building electricity (elevators, pumps, ventilation 
etc.) and commercial or household electricity.  
To calculate total annual energy use the energy use per square metre [kWh/m2] are 
multiplied by the total amount of square metres per type of building. The emissions [ton 
CO2e] are then calculated by multiplying the energy use by the corresponding emission 
factors. SRS’s detailed annual energy use per square metre, total annual energy use and 
annual emissions can be found in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Annual energy use and emissions per type of building and  

Annual energy use and emissions BaU  GD 
 kWh/m2 Energy use 

[MWh/year] 
Emissions 

[tCO2e/year] 
kWh/m2 Energy use 

[MWh/year] 
Emissions 

[tCO2e/year] 
Multifamily housing        
District heating (90% of area built)  47.00 58,039 5,443 38.00 46,925 4 401 
Local geothermal heating (10% of area built)  15.67 2,150 71 12.67 1,738 58 
Building electricity  8.00 10,977 365 8.00 10,977 365 
Household electricity  30.00 41,162 1,367 30.00 41,162 1 367 
Office space       
District heating (50% of area built)  20.00 8,548 802 17.00 7,266 681 
Local geothermal heating (50% of area built)  6.67 2,849 95 5.67 2,422 80 
District cooling (50% of area built)  20.00 8,548 115 10.00 4,274 57 
Local geothermal cooling (50% of area built)  6.67 2,849 95 3.33 1,425 47 
Building electricity  25.00 21,370 710 18.00 15,386 511 
Commercial electricity  50.00 42,740 1,420 50.00 42,740 1,420 
Commercial space       
District heating (50% of area built)  20.00 1,008 95 17.00 857 80 
Local geothermal heating (50% of area built)  6.67 336 11 5.67 286 9 
District cooling (50% of area built)  15.00 756 10 10.00 504 7 
Local geothermal cooling (50% of area built)  5.00 252 8 3.33 168 6 
Building electricity  20.00 2,016 67 18.00 1,815 60 
Commercial electricity  80.00 8,065 268 80.00 8,065 268 
Schools       
District heating (50% of area built)  40.00 228 21 30.00 171 16 
Local geothermal heating (50% of area built)  13.33 51 2 10.00 38 1 
District cooling (50% of area built)  5.00 29 0,4 5.00 29 0 
Local geothermal cooling (50% of area built)  1.67 10 0,3 1.67 10 0 
Building electricity  10.00 114 4 10.00 114 4 
Commercial electricity  35.00 399 13 35.00 399 13 
Totals       
Heating  73,209 6,540  59,702 5,328 
Cooling  12,443 228  6,409 118 
Electricity  126,844 4,214  120,658 4,008 
SRS total  212,496 10,982  186,769 9,454 
Source: (Larsson and Persson, 2011)       
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The average line loss factor of electricity is included in the emission factors rather than 
in the energy use itself. This is the due to how the emission factors are constructed 
(Gode et al., 2011). It is clear that while energy use and emissions are reduced 
significantly between the BaU and GD they are not anywhere near a climate positive 
outcome.  

5.1.2 Non- residential infrastructure  
The city purchases wind electricity to power all non-residential infrastructure in the city 
of Stockholm. SRS will therefor use the same. The non-residential infrastructure 
includes for instance pumps, streetlights and traffic lights. There is no specific data for 
SRS but data from greater Stockholm has been used.   
 

5.1.3 Water and Non-residential Infrastructure 
Both the water and the non-residential infrastructure use renewable electricity (wind 
power) bought by the city. Each resident uses an average of 150 litres of water/day and 
each worker 45. 24% leakage from pipes in the water distribution network and 35% 
leakage from the wastewater networks are included in the figures, which are based on 
data from greater Stockholm (Rydberg and Hellstedt, 2012). The energy used to clean, 
collect, distribute and produce 1 cubic metre of water is 0.83 kWh (Stockholm Vatten, 
2010).  
The electricity used to power the non-building infrastructure is based on Stockholm 
figures for an area the same size and characteristics as SRS. At the moment there is no 
difference between the BaU and GD energy use (City of Stockholm, 2013b).  
 
Table 6. Projected annual energy use and emissions from water and non-building related infrastructure in 
SRS 

Annual Energy Use and Emissions  MWh Ton CO2e 
Renewable electricity used to produce, distribute, collect and clean water 1,750 26 
Renewable electricity used to power streetlights, traffic lights, pumps etc.   756 11 

Sources: (City of Stockholm, 2013b; Rydberg and Hellstedt, 2012) 

5.2 Transportation 
The emissions from transportation include those from trips starting and ending in SRS 
(residents, workers & goods and services), road infrastructure and emission reductions 
from locally produced biogas that replaces gasoline.  

5.2.1 Residents’ and Workers’ Transportation 
The annual person kilometres (PKM) for residents and workers have been calculated 
using the city’s own transportation data (Ericson and Fried, 2006; Kristofferson, 2012) 
and the CERO traffic model developed at KTH (Rytterbro et al., 2011). The model and 
data take into account the location of SRS in relation to the city centre, distribution of 
workers and residents, access to public transportation and the type of transportation 
infrastructure. The average PKM for each resident and worker have then been 
calculated. The residents are assumed to be travelling 365 days per year and the 
workers 226 (OECD, 2010). Furthermore the trips are separated into private trips 
(TPriv), commuting trips (TCom) and business trips (TBusi) by car, public transportation 
and walking/biking. The average trip length and distribution between car, public 
transport and walking/biking remain the same between BaU and GD but the vehicle 
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fleets change according to Table 2. The daily PKM per typ of trip and according to the 
vehicle fleets are summarised in Table 7. 
 
Table 7. Projected daily PKM per resident and worker divided by mode of transport and vehicle fleet 

Daily PKM/Resident & Worker BaU GD 

 Residents Workers Residents Workers 

 TPriv TCom TCom TBusi TPriv TCom TCom TBusi 

Car - Total  5.81 2.35 4.91 1.16 5.81 2.35 4.91 1.16 

- Biogas 0.25 0.10 0.44 0.05 0.52 0.21 0.44 0.10 

- Diesel (5% RME) 1.09 0.44 0.25 0.22 0.29 0.12 0.25 0.06 

- Electric  0.16 0.06 0.74 0.03 0.87 0.35 0.74 0.17 

- Ethanol E85 0.82 0.33 0.25 0.16 0.29 0.12 0.25 0.06 

- Gasoline E5 3.24 1.31 2.74 0.65 0.17 0.07 0.15 0.03 

- Hybrid Electric/Ethanol 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.28 0.59 0.14 

- Hybrid Electric/Gasoline 0.25 0.10 0.21 0.05 0.23 0.09 0.20 0.05 

- Plug in hybrid Ethanol 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.24 0.49 0.12 

- Plug in hybrid Gasoline 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.15 0.87 1.82 0.43 

         

Public transportation – total  5.29 4.86 16.28 0.63 5.29 4.86 16.28 0.63 

- Local bus 0.85 0.78 2.60 0.10 0.85 0.78 2.60 0.10 

- Subway/tram 1.38 1.26 4.23 0.16 1.38 1.26 4.23 0.16 

- Non-local bus 0.85 0.78 2.60 0.10 0.85 0.78 2.60 0.10 

- Commuter train 2.22 2.04 6.84 0.26 2.22 2.04 6.84 0.26 

         

Walking/Biking 1.81 0.89 1.12 0.11 1.81 0.89 1.12 0.11 

Sources: (Ericson and Fried, 2006; Kristofferson, 2012; Rytterbro et al., 2011) 

 
Multiplying the results in Table 7 by the number of residents, workers and days 
travelled the total PKM for each mode of transport and respective vehicle fleets can then 
be calculated. The total PKM for each type of vehicle are then multiplied by the 
corresponding emission factor to calculate emissions (Table 8). The 30% increased 
energy efficiency (see Table 1.) and the fact that CCI only accounts for 40% of total 
emissions are added at the very end for improved transparency.  
 
Table 8. Projected annual PKM and emissions per mode of transport and vehicle fleet 

Annual PKM and 
emissions  

BaU GD 

PKM 
Residents 

PKM 
Workers 

Emissions 
tCO2e 

PKM 
Residents 

PKM 
Workers 

Emissions 
tCO2e 

Biogas 2,946,870 2,083,387 80 6,107,183 4,317,674 166 

Diesel 5% RME 12,707,923 8,984,283 3,602 3,392,879 2,398,708 962 

Electric  1,874,521 1,325,254 37 10,178,638 7,196,123 201 

Ethanol E85 9,548,475 6,750,608 1,251 3,392,879 2,398,708 445 

Gasoline E5 37,832,929 26,747,232 11,031 2,035,728 1,439,225 594 

Hybrid 
Electric/Ethanol 

0 0 0 8,142,911 5,756,898 854 

Hybrid 
Electric/Gasoline 

2,946,870 2,083,387 687 2,714,304 1,918,966 633 

Plug in hybrid 
Ethanol 

0 0 0 6,785,759 4,797,415 711 
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Plug in hybrid 
Gasoline 

0 0 0 25,107,308 17,750,436 5,856 

Local bus 13,513,596 21,396,234 144 13,513,596 21,396,234 144 

Subway/tram 21,959,594 34,768,880 3 21,959,594 34,768,880 3 

Non-local bus 13,513,596 21,396,234 1,117 13,513,596 21,396,234 1,117 

Commuter train 35,473,191 56,165,113 12 35,473,191 56,165,113 12 

Walking/Bicycling 22,444,434 9,721,390 0 22,444,434 9,721,390 0 

Emissions       

Car emissions       
- Residents   9,776   6,105 
- Workers  6 912   4 316 
Public transport emissions      
- Residents    494   494 
- Workers   782   782 

Total emissions    17,964   11,697 

30% Energy efficiency until 2030  12,575   8,188 
40% Of emissions accounted for according to CCI 5,030   3,275 

 

5.2.2 Goods & Services and Road Infrastructure Emissions  
In the road infrastructure diesel fuel is used to maintain roads, for ploughing snow, 
sanding and salting etc. Again there is no specific data for SRS is available so Stockholm 
data is used (Fahlberg et al., 2007). Stockholm uses roughly 335 GWh/year of diesel fuel 
for road infrastructure or 404 kWh/person and year. The assumption is therefore that 
SRS will use a total of 9,204 MWh/year in the road infrastructure and there is no 
difference between the BaU or GD.  
 
To project SRS emissions from goods and services data from Stockholm has been used 
(Fahlberg et al., 2007) until detailed more area specific data can be obtained. An average 
person in Stockholm utilises goods and services of a total of 123 Vehicle kilometres 
(VKM)/year from light diesel trucks, 94 km from heavy diesel trucks and 59 km of 
trailer trucks. Just as in the case of personal transportation 30% energy efficiency is 
assumed to represent vehicles at full build out in 2030 and CCI’s 40% of emissions from 
trips starting or ending in SRS are also in effect. There is no difference between the BaU 
or GD regarding goods & services.   
 
Table 9. Projected annual road infrastructure and goods & services energy use and emissions 

Annual road infrastructure and goods & services 
emissions  

Energy use MWh/year Emissions 
tCO2e/year 

Road infrastructure 9,204 2,571 
   
Light trucks 3,042 840 
Heavy trucks 5,396 1,489 
Trailer trucks 5,863 1,618 
Total goods & services emissions 14,301 3,947 
30% Energy efficiency until 2030 10,010 2,763 
40% Of emissions according to CCI  1,105 

Source: (Fahlberg et al., 2007) 
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5.2.3 Local Biogas Production 
Biogas will be generated locally in SRS from waste churns and is assumed to replace 
gasoline reducing SRS’s emissions. In the BaU each resident generates 80 kWh of 
biogas/year and each worker 26 kWh/year (Rydberg and Hellstedt, 2012). In the GD 
biogas from sewage is collected also collected and the waste churns are slightly more 
efficient generating more biogas. The city assumes that the biogas (EBiogas) [MWh/year] 
replaces the same amount of gasoline and the total emission reduction is the difference 
in emissions GHGBiogas - GHGGasoline [ton CO2e/year]. 
 

Table 10. Projecte annual emission reductions from local biogas production 

BaU EBiogas GHGBiogas GHGGasoline 

Biogas generated from waste churns 2,300 37 393 
Total emission reduction   - 356 
    
GD    
Biogas generated from waste churns 2,600 42 393 
Biogas generated from sewage 2,250 36 384 
Total emission reduction   -705 

Sources: (Rydberg and Hellstedt, 2012) 

5.3 Waste 
SRS uses waste statistics from the city of Stockholm (FTIAB, 2010; Millers-Dalsjö, 2012; 
Stockholmsregionens Avfallsråd, 2011) as well as emission factors from the national 
Swedish waste model (Sundqvist and Palm, 2010). The waste model takes into account 
the emissions from collecting, transporting and treating the waste as well as emission 
reductions from recycling. A part of the emissions from mixed solid waste are already 
included in the emissions from the district heating mix and are therefore subtracted. 
The annual amounts of waste (ton/year) generated from residents (WResident) and workers 
(WWorker) per waste fraction are found in Table 11.  
 
Table 11. Projected annual waste generated by residents & workers 

Annual waste generated by fraction [ton/year] & 
emissions 

BaU GD 

Waste fractions WResident WWorker WResident WWorker 

Mixed Solid Waste 5,124 2,952 4,437 2,556 

Bulk waste 3,410 0 2,953 0 

Gardening waste 131 0 113 0 

Glass packaging  534 232 462 201 

Paper packaging 143 980 124 848 

Newspapers 965 1,535 836 1,330 

Metal packaging 25 90 21 78 

Plastic packaging 51 787 44 682 

Electronics 250 100 216 87 

Hazardous waste  53 0 46 0 

Total annual waste (ton/year) 10,685 6,677 9,254 5,782 

Waste treatment emissions (tCO2e/year)  6,414  5,555 

Saved emissions from recycling (tCO2e/year)  -7,300  -6,239 

Emissions already included in the district heating mix (tCO2e/year) -1,670  -1,373 

Total annual emissions  -2,556  -2,057 
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Sources: (FTIAB, 2010; Millers-Dalsjö, 2012; Stockholmsregionens Avfallsråd, 2011) 

5.4 Summary and Perspective of the BaU’s and GD’s Annual Emissions  
The emissions from the BaU and GD can be summarised as GHGAnnual [ton CO2e/year]:  
 
Table 12. Projected annual GHG [ton CO2e/year] emissions in the BaU and GD 

Annual emissions summary BaU 
GHGAnnual 

GD 
GHGAnnual 

Energy   

Building energy use   

-Heating  6,540 5,328 

-Cooling 228 118 

-Electricity 4,214 4,008 

Water 26 26 

Non- building infrastructure 11 11 

Transportation   

Residents' and workers' transportation   

-Residents’ transportation 2,876 1,848 

-Workers' transportation 2,154 1,427 

Goods and services 1,105 1,105 

Local energy production -356 -705 

Road infrastructure 2,571 2,571 

Waste   

Emissions from waste 6,414 5,555 

Emission reductions -7,300 -6,239 

Emissions already accounted for in the district heating mix -1,670 -1,373 

Total annual emissions 16,813 13,680 

 
SRS is not climate positive neither in the BaU nor the GD baseline. Actions therefore 
need to be taken to reduce emissions.  
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6. Magnitudes of Possible Roadmap Actions  
SRS was not climate positive in neither BaU nor GD. The next step in CCI’s process is to 
develop a roadmap of actions to reduce emissions. There are three principal types of 
roadmap actions, energy efficiency ones, fuel switching ones and ones that change the 
behaviour of residents/workers into a less GHG intensive one. Since the city continues to 
develop SRS the roadmap actions presented here should be seen as magnitudes rather 
than actions set in stone, especially the GD actions which sometimes requires political 
decisions on a national level which is outside the city’s control to reach their full 
potential. At present only roadmap actions have been found for energy and 
transportation.  

6.1 Energy Roadmap Actions 
The following energy actions have been identified by the city as well as their annual GHG 
reductions (GHGRed) [ton CO2e/year].  
 
Table 13. Energy roadmap actions and their projected GHG reductions 

BaU Energy roadmap actions  GHGRed 

EBaU1- 25% renewable commercial electricity in offices. -194 
EBaU2 - 100% renewable building electricity. -625 
EBaU3 - 25% renewable household electricity. -419 
EBaU4 - Solar heating generating an annual average of 6 kWh/m2 of heating. -602 
EBaU5 – 30% Increased energy efficiency in water by better equipment.  -9 
BaU – Total emission reductions - 1,848 
  
GD Energy roadmap actions  
EGD1 - 50% renewable commercial electricity in offices. -387 
EGD2 - 100% renewable building electricity. -625 
EGD3 - 100% renewable household electricity. -1,674 
EGD4 - Solar heating generating an annual average of 6 kWh/m2 of heating. instead of district 
heating 

-602 

EGD5 - 30% Increased energy efficiency in water by better equipment. -9 

GD – Total emission reductions -3,298 

6.2 Transportation Roadmap Actions  
The transportation roadmap actions are the same for both BaU and GD. The emission 
reductions are however different since the vehicle fleets are different. Just as in the case 
of energy actions the annual GHG reductions (GHGRed) [ton CO2e/year] and a short 
description of the action are given.  
Table 14. Transportation roadmap actions and their projected GHG reductions 

BaU Transportation roadmap actions  BaU 
GHGRed 

GD 
GHGRed 

T1- Reduced private trips. Increased public transportation and walking over trips 
by car.  

-287 -178 

T2- Reduced worker commuting. Increased public transportation over trips by cars 
for workers.    

-698 -315 

T3 - Increased rail traffic. Tramline through SRS will decrease emissions from cars.  -496 -286 
T4 – Improved logistics. A logistics centre will reduce emissions within SRS.  -506 -506 
T5- Mobility management. Mobility management actions that will provide better 
information for travellers.  

-203 -203 

T6 – Local biogas production. Increased biogas production.  -284 -1,247 
Total emission reductions -2,474 -2,558 

Sources: (Stålner, 2012b) 
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After implementing the roadmap the annual emissions are (GHGAnnual) [ton CO2e/year]:  
Table 15. Projected annual emissions after roadmap 

Annual Emissions after roadmap BaU 
GHGAnnual 

GD 
GHGAnnual 

Energy emissions 11,019 9,491 
Energy roadmap emission reductions -1,848 -3,298 
Transportation emissions 8,350 6,246 
Transportation roadmap emission reductions -2,474 -2,558 
Waste emissions -2,556 -2,057 

SRS’s total annual emissions 12,491 7,824 

 

After implementing the roadmap SRS is still not climate positive in any other area than 
waste.  
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7. Credits 
SRS is not climate positive after implementing the roadmap. To possibly become climate 
positive it can implement the use of credit actions that reduce emissions outside of the 
district itself (Clinton Climate Initiative, 2011). Just as in the case of the roadmap 
actions, the credits should be seen as a possible magnitude of emission reductions. The 
city has yet to determine if it should use all of the credits, use them at all or if only use a 
fraction of them. 
  
So far only one credit has been identified by the city. Through the learning process of 
developing SRS the city has decided to implement similar energy requirements on all 
new and refurbished buildings (City of Stockholm, 2013b). This means that new or 
refurbished buildings in Stockholm will have to meet energy requirements regarding 
heating & hot water that are 20% stricter than current Swedish building codes (BBR) 
per square metre and year (Boverket, 2011). The “saved energy gap” would then 
constitute the credit. The building codes have historically developed with a pace of 20% 
stricter energy regulations every five years. Roughly 350,000 m2 are built and 
refurbished annually in the city (City of Stockholm, 2013b). The projected savings in 
energy use per metre (EArea) [kWh/m2,year] difference between the BBR and the city are 
added together per 5-year period and then the annual savings in 2030 are calculated.  
 
Table 16. Projected annual credits and energy savings 

Annual credits [ton CO2e/year] 5- year periods 

 2010-2015 2015-2020 2020-2025 2025-2030 

 EArea EArea EArea EArea 
BBR requirements  110.00 88.00 70.40 56.32 

City of Stockholm (80% of BBR) 82.50 66.00 52.80 42.24 

Savings/m2, year 27.50 22.00 17.60 14.08 

Periodic 5-year savings until 2030 [MWh] 48,125 38,500 30,800 24,640 

Total annual energy savings 2030 [MWh/year]   -142,065 

Annual total emission savings 2030 [ton CO2e/year]  -13,324 

Sources: (Boverket, 2013, 2011) 

 
To put the size of the credit into perspective SRS uses a total of 212,496 MWh/year 
annually in heating, cooling and electricity in the BaU and a total of 186,769 in the GD. 
Adding the credits to the total emissions and roadmap the results are: 
 
Table 17. Projected annual emissions after roadmap and credits 

Annual Emissions after roadmap and credits BaU 
GHGAnnual 

GD 
GHGAnnual 

Energy emissions 11,019 9,491 
Energy roadmap emission reductions -1,848 -3,298 
Transportation emissions 8,350 6,246 
Transportation roadmap emission reductions -2,474 -2,558 
Waste emissions -2,556 -2,057 
Credit -13,324 -13,324 

SRS’s total annual emissions -833 -5,500 
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8. Summary and Results 
Implementing the credit will make SRS climate positive both in the GD case as well as 
the BaU.  
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